Measuring a Hat Body to Figure out Brim Size

This is how you measure a hat body and figure out what the brim size is.
First is should be 6” across the top of the crown.
Second it should be 4” deep in crown area.
Third is considered the brim size. (what is left after you subtract the top of crown and side of crown).
So fold the hat body in half.
Measure from top of crown to bottom of brim.
Subtract 3” for 1/2 of top of crown.
Subtract 4” for side of crown.
Balance is brim size.

The manufacture names size as follows
11/12 is a 4”-5” brim (example: 11” minus 3” minus 4” = 4” brim)
12/13 is a 5”-6” brim
13/14 is a 6”-7” brim
14/15 is a 7”-8” brim